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To ensure accuracy in my reporting, please could you be so kind to confirm whether or not it 

is accurate, from your response, to say that there has been 3 separate (RIPSA authorised) 

operations over the requested period? 

 

Correct. 

 

Could you please tell me the start (not authorisation) dates (DD/MM/YYYY) of all of these 

operations, as well as their prosecutorial outcomes (i.e. did it lead to an 

arrest/conviction/charge/warning/prison sentence etc). 

 

PHC surveillance December 2019 –13 December. 

 

PHC surveillance 6 Nations 2020 – see match schedule for BT Murrayfield Stadium (publicly 

available). 

 

Antisocial behaviour surveillance – 30 October 2020. 

 

Outcomes: Information not held.   

 

How long in total in days were these operations active for (not how long they were 

authorised over, as you have already provided)? 

 

PHC operations December 2019, and 6 Nations rugby 2020.  

 

The Council is withholding the precise information on the basis that disclosing this 

information would be likely to prejudice substantially an investigation, conducted by the 

authority, which in the circumstances may lead to a decision by the authority to make a 

report to the procurator fiscal to enable it to be determined whether criminal proceedings 

should be instituted.   

 

ASB operation: 6 days in total.  

 

What sort of directed surveillance- in general terms- was being carried out (i.e. covert 

surveillance in a public place, binoculars in cars) in all three of these operations? 

 

Surveillance of private hire cars (2 operations), and antisocial behaviour affecting a private 

residence (1 operation).  For the former, officers interacted with the PHC drivers.  For the 

latter, officers watched the relevant premises from an external location.  

 

The Council is withholding the precise information on the basis that disclosing this 

information would be likely to prejudice substantially an investigation, conducted by the 

authority, which in the circumstances may lead to a decision by the authority to make a 

report to the procurator fiscal to enable it to be determined whether criminal proceedings 

should be instituted.  

  

In relation to the 2019 operation, please can you tell me what sort of 'unlicensed activity' was 

thought to have been occurring during the Christmas/ New Year period? How did the council 

first come to the attention of this potential offence being committed? What evidence did 



officers obtain of offences being committed by PHC drivers (could you please specify the 

offences). 

 

In relation to the relevant 2020 directed surveillance operation, where (what location i.e. in 

cars outside premises) did the surveillance largely take place and what 'unlicensed activity' 

was taking place during the 6 Nations Rugby tournament (please specify the offences being 

committed by the PHC drivers and how exactly officers corroborated/obtained this evidence). 

 

Unlicensed activity relating to PHCs includes driving without the appropriate licence, 

collecting passengers without prior booking, and offences relating to insurance.  The Council 

carried out this surveillance as a spot-check test to ensure the safety of PHC users and 

compliance with legislation. 

  

The information requested is in the public domain.  Please see link to the relevant 

committee report which gives general details of what the concerns were: 

https://democracy.edinburgh.gov.uk/documents/s12364/Item%207.4%20-

%20Taxi%20and%20PHC%20Enforcement%20and%20Complaints%20Update.pdf  

 

Also in the public domain is a motion to the Council which illustrates some of the 

background, specifically item 1 of the minute.  Again, this information is publicly available:  

https://democracy.edinburgh.gov.uk/documents/s11066/Item%204.1%20-

%20Minute%20of%2024%20October%202019.pdf 

 

In relation to the other 2020 operation, can you please tell me the 'antisocial behaviour' (i.e. 

noise nuisance, joyriding, public drug use etc) that was 'affecting a private residence' (was 

this private residence one house, or an estate or cul-de-sac etc). Please could you clarify 

what you mean by two officers 'observed the area' (did they use binoculars, for example). 

What were the competing claims of 'anti-social behaviour'? Did the council manage to gain 

enough evidence in the end to substantiate an ASBO? 

 

Noise nuisance 

 

The Council is withholding the precise information on the basis that disclosing this 

information would be likely to prejudice substantially an investigation, conducted by the 

authority, which in the circumstances may lead to a decision by the authority to make a 

report to the procurator fiscal to enable it to be determined whether criminal proceedings 

should be instituted.  

  

Please can you state the number of days in total your council was authorised (by a judge) to 

carry out the RIPSA operations over the requested period (01/01/18 to 28/02/21). Please 

can you answer this in days, not months.  

 

Nil.  Please note that the Scottish regime does not require judicial approval, as is required in 

England.   

 

Please can you tell me the number of days in total all of the RIPSA operations were active 

for in total. By 'active' I mean the date from the day the first bit of surveillance activity 

occurred to the day the last operation was terminated.  

 

PHC operations, Dec 2019, and 6 Nations rugby 2020 

 

https://democracy.edinburgh.gov.uk/documents/s12364/Item%207.4%20-%20Taxi%20and%20PHC%20Enforcement%20and%20Complaints%20Update.pdf
https://democracy.edinburgh.gov.uk/documents/s12364/Item%207.4%20-%20Taxi%20and%20PHC%20Enforcement%20and%20Complaints%20Update.pdf
https://democracy.edinburgh.gov.uk/documents/s11066/Item%204.1%20-%20Minute%20of%2024%20October%202019.pdf
https://democracy.edinburgh.gov.uk/documents/s11066/Item%204.1%20-%20Minute%20of%2024%20October%202019.pdf


The Council is withholding the precise information on the basis that disclosing this 

information would be likely to prejudice substantially an investigation, conducted by the 

authority, which in the circumstances may lead to a decision by the authority to make a 

report to the procurator fiscal to enable it to be determined whether criminal proceedings 

should be instituted.  

  

ASB operation: 6 days over 16-day period  

 

 


